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Short summary 

There are pending debates whether the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is valid or not. Tomáš 
Pivrnec investigates this topic when analysing the US stock market´s response to the 2020 COVID-19 
crisis compared to the 2007-2009 Global Financial Crisis (GFC) on a sample of 4 companies including 
Amazon, Chevron, Ford and JPMorgan as representatives of key industries.  

Contribution 

The thesis fills a gap in the literature as it analyses the impact of the above-mentioned two crises on 
individual companies, what had not yet been fully covered in any previous research. Specifically, it 
contributes to the EMH literature as follows. The results show that during March 2020 stock market 
crash, Amazon stocks performed abnormally well, while Ford, JPMorgan and Chevron experienced 
negative -though not significant- Cumulative Abnormal Return (CAR), what is in line with Pinglin et al. 
(2020). However, the results for the event Lehman Brothers collapse during the GFC show the 
opposite effect.  

Methods 
The author presents four research hypotheses. When testing them, Tomáš applies standard methods 
such as the abnormal returns model developed by Brown and Warner (1985) and the CAPM model by 
Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965). The findings survive a battery of robustness checks, what supports 
the relevancy of the results. 

Literature 
A 6-page literature survey seems comprehensive. Tomáš compares his results with recent relevant 
works including Chen and Yeh (2021), Huo and Qiu (2020), Mazur et al. (2021), Nakai et al. (2016) 
and Pinglin et al. (2020), what makes his research valuable. 

Manuscript form 

The manuscript form fulfils standard requirements. I appreciate that Tables 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 
include the comparison of authors´ findings with other researchers and hence highlight the author´s 
contribution. 

 

Summary and suggested questions for the discussion during the defense 

To summarize, Tomáš has developed a solid academic approach, reviewed the existing literature, 
identified and investigated open questions and drew relevant conclusions from that. In my view, the 
thesis fulfills the requirements for a bachelor thesis at IES, Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles 
University, I recommend it for the defense and suggest a grade C. 

The results of the Urkund analysis do not indicate significant text similarity with other available 
sources. 

Questions to the defense:  

1) Table 4.7 on p. 38 indicates that JPMorgan reported the highest CAR compared to the others 
after the Lehman´s collapse in September 2008. What is Tomáš´s  explanation for that apart of the 
effect quantitative easing mentioned in the thesis? 

2) Based on the author´s research results, what is his recommendation for stock traders when 
another crisis strikes? 
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EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES AND SCALE: 

 
 
CONTRIBUTION:  The author presents original ideas on the topic demonstrating critical thinking and ability to 
draw conclusions based on the knowledge of relevant theory and empirics. There is a distinct value added of the 
thesis. 
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
30  15  0  
 
 
 
METHODS: The tools used are relevant to the research question being investigated, and adequate to the author’s 
level of studies. The thesis topic is comprehensively analyzed.  
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
30  15  0  
 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW: The thesis demonstrates author’s full understanding and command of recent literature. 
The author quotes relevant literature in a proper way. 
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0  
 
 
 

MANUSCRIPT FORM: The thesis is well structured. The student uses appropriate language and style, including 
academic format for graphs and tables. The text effectively refers to graphs and tables and disposes with a 
complete bibliography. 
  
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0  

 
 
Overall grading: 

 
TOTAL GRADE 

91 – 100 A 
81 - 90 B 
71 - 80 C 
61 – 70 D 
51 – 60 E 

0 – 50 F 
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